
 

1) <Opening of a test-sales shop for Japanese food> 

 The shop will present culture based on Japanese food in a fast-food style that makes it easy for 

people to approach and exhibit and sell devices and utensils related to Japanese food (such as 

rice cookers).  These approaches will be in line with the PR concept of “Japan: hospitality, 

warmth, and style” (with emphasis on the health, safety, and Japanese spirit) of Japanese food. 

2) <PR activity> 

 a) Website: Opening of the SHINMEI global website “& JAPAN RICE” as a connecting point. 

 b) Local programs: Scheduling of a press conference on the day prior to opening. 

 Invitation of local buyers to Japanese food PR events held during the test-sales shop’s 

opening period. 

 

Project items and description Participating enterprises 

The project will tell the world about new concepts in Japanese cuisine based on the keywords “variety (hospitality), family (warmth), and culture (style).” 

Project outline 

Harmful rumors vis-à-vis Japan that arose in other countries following the Great East Japan Earthquake had a significant impact on exports of 

Japanese foods.  At the same time, however, many people in other countries had high praise for Japan‟s spiritual culture, as the Japanese 

people remained stoic in the face of the disaster.  Here, the decision was made to launch a project that would use “Japanese food culture,” 

which is representative of the Japanese people‟s spiritual culture, as an opportunity to foster accurate understanding of Japan in other 

countries and further reinforce the world‟s love for Japanese cuisine.  This project will bring together organizations and enterprises sharing 

the same vision, consolidate and link their wisdom, and have them join forces to present an “affluent Japan” through “place and time” 

centered on “Japanese food culture.” 
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Main event schedule 

 Feburary:    Opening of test-sales shop 

 From January: Holding of regular events, business matching, etc. 

<Consortium>                                                                                                                                           

 SHINMEI CO., LTD.; Tokyo Mutual Trading Co., Ltd.; Mutual Trading Co., Inc.; New York Mutual 

Trading Inc.; Vox Trading USA Corp. 

<Applicants>                                                                                                                                             

 Actfood System Co.,Ltd.; Imonoya Co.,Ltd.; WOOKE Co.,Ltd.; Ohmoriya Co.,Ltd.; Kanes Seimen 

Co.,Ltd.; Kanezen Co.,Ltd.; ZaouBeika Co.,Ltd.; Sagamiya Co.,Ltd.; JA  Minaho; Celec Co.,Ltd.; JAPAN 

RICE AND RICE PRODUCTS EXPORT PROMOTION ASSOCIATION; Takahata-farm Co.,Ltd.; Narita 

City,Chiba; T.M.L Toyohashi Co.,Ltd.; Biomass Technology Co.,Ltd.; Nisiawakura-Morinogakko; 

HAKKAISAN BREWERY CO.,LTD.; Hanbeyfu Co.,Ltd.; Fantasuteki; Betterlife Co., Ltd.; Matsubara-

seian Co.,Ltd.; Mitsuka-kantou Co.,Ltd.; Minamisangyo Co.,Ltd.; Miyamoto-seifun Co.,Ltd.; Morozoff 

Co.,Ltd.; YAGICHO-HONTEN Co.,Ltd.; Yunotani Co.,Ltd.; RICEISLAND Co.,Ltd.;  Warebashi Company 

Inc.; others 



Project outline 

Producer 

 Application of past export know-how 

 Supporting entry by associations, organizations, and 

enterprise that lack of export skills 

 Study of measures to expand exports by using local 

distribution networks 

Opening of overseas Japanese food 
stores 

Project promotion 

●Creation of menus using diverse 
Japanese ingredients, with focus on 

soba and rice 

● Discovery of hidden Cool 
Japan “treasure” 

  Proactive research and negotiation 

 

 

・ Other Japanese ingredients 

・ Bowls and vessels 

・ Dishes            ・・・Others 

Applicant candidates 

○ Tokyo Mutual Trading Co., Ltd. (a major Japanese 

food exporter) 

○ Mutual Trading Co., Inc. 

○ New York Mutual Trading Inc. 

○ Vox Trading USA Corp. (local distribution) 

A thick pipeline to local distribution networks 

SOBA-YA Project: Consortium and project scheme 

Screening of ingredients, 

quality, etc. 

Shimei Maru 

Opening of test-

sales shop 
Supply of Japanese foods 

and cooking devices 

Local 

PR 
Media 

events 

Business matching for 

expanded exports 
Diffusion to local distributors, restaurants, 

ordinary households 

Enhanced interest among 

local media and local 

consumers 

Expansion 
of exports Local survey 

Operation of a global website (recruitment of endorsing  

enterprises and PR via the Internet) 

Feedback to 
shop 

Establishment of local office 

Local activity base 

Ascertainment of 

local conditions 

 

Promotion of shop-opening 
plan (survey, execution) 

Consumer attitudes 

and retail sales 

situation 

ＰＲ outline 

Promotion venue: Conceptual image 

● Shop location: Los Angeles 

● Open period: January or February 

● Menu: A rice-based menu of onigiri rice balls and other items centered on Japanese soba 

                    Development of a diverse and uniquely Japanese menu, including toppings made from Japanese ingredients 

● Items sold: Japanese food ingredients and cooking utensils/devices 

● Other characteristics: Presentation of Japanese food-based culture in an easily approachable manner for visitors. And exhibition and sales of rice cookers, etc., in line 

with the   Japanese food PR concept of “Japan: hospitality, warmth, and style” (with emphasis on the health, safety, and Japanese spirit) 

Experiencing the deliciousness of “white rice”—the foundation of Japan‟s diet— 
and the richness of Japanese cuisine and culture, with focus on soba 

In addition to the soba foods menu, a menu featuring rice side dishes—including 
onigiri rice balls, inari sushi, and other items—will also be offered. 
In addition, Japan’s unique permanent planting practice will be presented, and 
visitors will be given opportunity to experience “nature” through Japan’s traditional 
diet. 

Turning side dishes into standard dishes Attention to dashi quality 

Dashi soup stock—an important characteristic of Japanese food culture 
that is unknown in other countries—will be presented.  Regional difference 
in dashi flavor will be presented on a map.  And the vast stock of 
knowledge that goes into making dashi—including use of kelp and bonito—
will also be presented. 

ＰＲ program 

★ Press conference for local media (scheduled) 

 Time: Day prior to opening of the test-sales shop 

Place: The shop, Japanese-American Cultural & Community Center, etc. (conference facility other than hotel, etc.) 

*The venue will be decided based on its distance from the test-sales shop and its versatility in terms of local media invitation. 

Announcing the opening of the “SOBA-YA” project’s test-sales shop to communicate the safety of Japanese foods and 

Japanese food culture. 

The shop’s opening will be made distinctive from those of ordinary shops by providing explanations (panel discussions) by the 

organizer, cooking experts, and public organizations. 

■ Proposed surveys 

 ➊ Analysis of test-sales shop and PR effectiveness  ❷ Survey of test-sales shop customers to ascertain satisfaction with Japanese foods 

Survey 1: Social media analysis Survey 2: Customer exit survey 

The effectiveness of the test-sales shop and PR will be 

explored by analyzing messages posted on social 

media. 

A fact-finding survey will be held by gathering questionnaire responses.  Respondents’ 

opinions of Japanese food after actually trying it will be quantified, and the results will be 

used to develop future Japanese food export strategies. 
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 ・ A menu of unique Japanese foods that are “seasoned in the mouth” together with soba in noodle form will be offered to foreigners, 
who are accustomed to enjoying foods individually = an assorted menu including “side dishes served with white rice” 

 ・ Although a “fast-food” style will be used to raise interest in Japanese foods and encourage trying them, every effort will be made to 
preserve the “subtlety” and “richness” of Japanese foods; in other words, the “truly genuine nature of Japanese cuisine” 

 ・ Activities will cultivate permanent local customers who, for example, are not “satisfied after one meal” but rather “want to eat healthy 
Japanese food every day” or “want to make soba and other Japanese foods (white rice) part of a weekly family meal.” 

 ・ The menu will be changed weekly to feature soba, rice, and other ingredients, and signs at the shop’s entrance will present 
production regions and varieties. 
Information on the safety of Japanese foods and healthy food culture of Japan will be disseminated by presenting the “climate, land, 
and water” of the regions that produce them.   
→ Activities will be tied to future “inbound” benefits, such as “rice planting and harvesting tours”) 

 ・ Special section 
A special section set up in the shop will allow visitors to experience Japanese culture and arouse their interest in Japanese foods.  It 
will hold events* designed to cultivate repeat visitors and dispel false rumors.  
<<*Planned event No. 1: “Practice Japanese Food!” initiatives.   Planned event No. 2: Holding of “Nippon Day.”>> 

 
 
 
 
 

★ Local buyers and representatives of restaurant chains will be invited to events to 

experience Japanese food culture and gain a proper understanding of Japanese foods.  

At the same time, venues will be provided for individual business negotiations toward 

specific trade deals involving exports of Japanese food. 

 

 

◎ Post-opening initiatives 
・Steps to attract customers—such as Japanese 

food sampling parties and discount events to 

generate “word-of-mouth” effect—will be held as 

part of an opening campaign. 

 

・ PR outside the shop is also scheduled, such as 

at outside soba stands in suburban areas of the 

test-sales shop. 

 

1 Japanese food safety 

Explanation by a government representative (METI or Japanese Embassy/Consulate) 

   Expression of gratitude for support following recent disaster, and emphasis of the project’s 

position as an initiative of Japan rather than just a single enterprise 

2. Japanese food culture 

Discussion by various people familiar with Japan’s food culture  

  Securing confidence in Japanese foods through statements by celebrities, culinary researchers, etc.  

3. Presentation and sampling of Japanese cuisine       

Presentation and sampling of Japanese cuisine to foster better understanding of Japanese food culture 

(introduction to the locally opening test-sales shop and sampling of food items to be made available 

there) 

  Exposure to genuine flavor at a shop where foods can be easily tried    

 

 

 

 

Candidates for a talk session 

Left: Dave Grotto (nutritionist) 

Right: Masaharu Morimoto 

(Japanese chef) 
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Proposed program 

SHINMEI 

Business matching in Japan 

Requests for participation to Japanese food-related associations,  

organizations, and enterprises throughout Japan 

Refer to the Page 1 
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TOTAL 33 COMPANIES 


